
From studies, conceptual solutions, engi-
neering and design, construction and com-
missioning to deconstruction and decom-
missioning, our engineering team provides 
comprehensive services for drilling facilities 
around the world. 

Archer sets the engineering, procurement, 
installation and construction (EPIC) standard 
in drilling facility development, maintenance 
and operational support due to its full suite of 
engineering, procurement and management 
capabilities.
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With Archer you can benefit from our total delivery 
capability. We utilise the synergy of in-house competency 
in all project phases by setting up teams containing both 
engineering and operational expertise.  We secure the 
operational and user input at an early stage. We prepare 
our team for the next step from day one. By starting the 
project with an integrated team we also allow for faster run 
of parallel phases and a shorter total project duration.  
A cost saving concept through the entire life cycle.

Archer offer services encompassing conceptual solutions 
through detailed design and construction to final offshore 
and onshore commissioning. Founded on decades of 
drilling experience our experience and depth of expertise 
ensures we have the capacity to handle projects of any 
size, at any stage in the operational life cycle. 

Why work with us?   

• Drilling facility Engineering (EPCIC)
• Modular Rigs
• Drilling Equipment Packages
• Project Support/Management
• Asset representatives

The Archer Greenfield Concept
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Full life cycle delivery or single services
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Archer is a global oil services company with a heritage that stretches back over 40 years. With a strong 
focus on safety and delivering the highest quality products and services, Archer operates in 40 locations 
over 19 countries providing drilling services, well integrity & intervention, plug & abandonment and 
decommissioning to its upstream oil and gas clients. We are Archer.
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Area Manager DFE & S&I UK

Bill Muir
Office: +44 1224 767500
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At Archer our goal is to provide the most 
straightforward solutions to our customers’ 
challenges. This starts with listening 
intently to our customers, making sure we 
understand exactly their challenges and 
goals before proceeding. In all our work, we 
strive to be flexible and easy to do business 
with, without the bureaucracy. We provide 
solutions that are fit-for-purpose and effective, 
not one-size-fits-all. We know that our long-
term success depends on our customers 
continually improving their efficiency and 
achieving the highest possible returns on 
every project.

To get the most out of your planned new-
build, let us provide you with hands-on 
knowledge and decades of experience within 
Drilling Facilities Engineering and Operations. 
We know what works and we always strive 
to get better, adapting to technological 
development we will always be able to get 
the most out of your investments. With us 
you get reliable, practical and operational 
Drilling Facilities - by operators, for operators.

The Greenfield concept 

Faster execution with efficient 
execution methodology combined 
with operational knowhow. 

Reduced project cost and excellent 
HSE results – a complete solution.


